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Trim Speed Band

A few switch clicks or wheel turns nail the desired airspeed in some, but in others it ... plot which is the relationship between longitudinal stick force and airspeed. 
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TRIM SPEED BAND BY ED KOLANO



Have you ever noticed how some airplanes "trim up" better than others? A few switch clicks or wheel turns nail the desired airspeed in some, but in others it seems to take five minutes to settle onto the target speed. In the homebuilt arena such variances can be seen not only among



different designs but also among identical designs. Since every homebuilt is constructed by a different person, variety is inevitable, and one of the more likely sources of
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trimming difficulty is control system friction. Friction is a force which opposes motion between two



Trim Speed



objects in contact. The motion can be a sliding one, as when pushing a chair across the floor, or a rolling one, as in a bowling ball rolling down an alley. Some friction sources in a flight control system exist between rod ends and bellcranks, cables sliding into pulley channels, and in flight control surface hinges. Zero friction is impossible, but the less friction the better. It always adds to the cockpit control force the pilot must exert no matter which direction the control is moved. In the longitudinal flight control system, friction can cause a trim speed band. A trim speed band is a range of airspeeds the airplane will maintain with no force on the stick applied by the pilot. Suppose the pilot deflects the elevator after the airplane has been trimmed for hands-off flight. When he releases the displace control stick, it moves toward its original position but friction may prevent the elevator from returning completely to its original trim condition. This new hands-off elevator position results in a new airspeed different from the original trim speed. If the pilot were to move the stick (and presumably the elevator) a little closer to its original position, there'd be



another new hands-off airspeed. The same thing occurs when the stick is displaced in the other direction. Because friction always acts opposite the direction of motion or attempted motion, the elevator remains wherever the pilot leaves it once the restoring force (springs, elevator air loads, pilot, etc.) decreases to a value equal to or less than the friction. The range of hands-off airspeeds which result from friction preventing the complete return of the elevator is the trim speed band. Figure 1 shows an airplane's longitudinal static stability plot which is the relationship between longitudinal stick force and airspeed. The airplane without friction has no trim speed band, because there is no force to prevent the elevator — and consequently, the control stick — from returning to its "trim position" once the pilot no longer pulls or pushes the stick. Since elevator deflection determines the plane's airspeed, an elevator which always returns to its trim position always yields the same hands-off airspeed (assuming no engine power changes). The airplane with friction, depicted in Figure 2, has a trim speed band since there is a range of elevator positions and therefore airspeeds which can be maintained with zero applied stick force. 100 JUNE 1998
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In the air it works like this. An airplane is trimmed for hands-off flight at the speed corresponding to Point A in Figure 3. As the pilot applies back stick, nothing happens until his back stick force exceeds the force corresponding to Point B. From A to B the force was less than the friction. As he slowly increases his pull above the B level, the airplane decelerates because the elevator deflection is finally changed. Let's say the pilot maintains the pull force corresponding to Point C until the airplane settles onto the corresponding airspeed (to ensure all dynamic motion has stopped). Now if he relaxes his pull, the airplane remains at the Point C airspeed. This condition is depicted as Point D in Figure 3. Notice the airplane is now flying at a slower airspeed than originally trimmed for, yet no re-trimming has taken place. Friction can have a similar effect outside the trim speed band as well. For a given off-trim airspeed, there'll be a small range of stick forces which maintains the same elevator deflection and therefore the same airspeed. This range is the friction band, and the stick force required to maintain a particular airspeed can be any value within the friction band. This is not to say the stick force value is arbitrary, but it depends upon the piloting technique used to arrive at the off-trim airspeed. Notice the similarity between Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 4, if the pilot decelerates from Point B to C without relaxing his pull on the stick at all, he'd



be assured of being at the top of the friction band at Point C. If he relaxes his pull after stabilized at the Point C airspeed, there will be no airspeed change until his relaxation traverses the friction band between Points C and D. Any pull force between the one corresponding to Point D and the one corresponding to Point C maintains the same off-trim airspeed. If the pilot continues to slowly relax his pull from Point D, the airplane will accelerate to the Point E airspeed which is the slow end of the trim speed band. This is the slowest speed the airplane will maintain without re-trimming. While this explanation also describes one method of finding the slow end of the trim speed band, there is a more expeditious way with less risk of airplane dynamics contaminating the results.



relative to the horizon. Since you'll be looking for small pitch attitude changes, a grease pencil mark on the windscreen may help as a reference. Using only back stick, slow the airplane a few knots — not more than five for now. Because the pitch input you just made excites airplane dynamic modes of motion, you must ensure these are damped prior to proceeding. That is, be absolutely sure you're established in steady flight at the new, slower airspeed. The airplane's pitch attitude should be slightly more nose-up at this slower speed. Watching your grease pencil mark and the horizon, release the back stick you've been holding. If the plane's nose does not drop when you relax the back stick, you're still inside the trim speed band just like in Figure 2. In this case, repeat the procedure by slowing an additional few knots. MEASURING THE TRIM If the nose drops as soon as you reSPEED BAND lax the back stick, you're outside the To measure the trim speed band in band. This nose-drop is immediate but your airplane, you need two things: a not abrupt, so watch carefully. At this calm day with a clear horizon and pa- point you know the slow end of the tience. Trim the airplane in level flight trim speed band lies between this airfor a representative cruise airspeed. speed and the previous one where the Having difficulty establishing an exact nose didn't drop. Split the difference airspeed may be a clue that a trim speed and repeat the procedure at an airspeed band exists. The exact speed doesn't midway between the two airspeeds. matter; just get close to the target air- Keep bracketing like this until you arspeed. Once trimmed, don't re-trim or rive at the slowest airspeed at which change power setting. Apply throttle the nose doesn't drop when you release the back stick. This is the slow friction if necessary, and leave the mixend of the trim speed band. ture and propeller controls alone. Example: Say you trimmed for 100 Notice the airplane's pitch attitude
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»heart and soul goes into each Sensenich Propeller. Maybe you should name your prop "Ron." There's a standing joke at Sensenich that, if we installed a shower, our Group Leader Ron would work 24 hours a day. You might think of chalking this up to youthful enthusiasm, but Ron's been



spearheading our production department for more than three decades. "Very particular" is how some characterize Ron—an admirable trait that has so many home-built aircraft enthusiasts stuck on Sensenich. His commitment to quality means that every propeller is perfect before it leaves his department. This has certainly made our 100% inspection guarantee an easy promise to live up to. For years, home-built aircraft enthusiasts have looked to Sensenich Propeller for the highest
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knots, straight and level. You slow to 95 knots and release the stick, but the airplane's nose doesn't drop. So you



slow to 90 knots where it does drop.



Checking at 93 knots, the nose drops again. You can check again at 94 knots, or you may decide i t ' s good



enough to know the slow end of the trim speed band is 94 or 95 knots. To find the fast end, go through the same process at airspeeds faster than the original trim speed. The difference between the fast and slow ends is the trim speed band. It is specifically called a band, vice "±X knots" because you can never know where you are within the band unless 102 JUNE 1998



you perform this test. Whenever your airplane is trimmed for hands-off flight, it can be at the slow end, fast end or anywhere between. During the test the airplane will climb or descend whenever it's flown at speeds other than the one for which you originally trimmed at level flight. This is okay as long as altitude changes are not excessive. A traditional window is ±1000 feet which should be easily attainable with all but the most high performance airplanes with large trim speed bands. If you happen to have one of these rockets, just alternate slower and faster test points to remain within the altitude block.



The trim speed band you've just determined is valid only for that flight condition. Different landing gear or flap configurations or different original trim speeds may have a different associated trim speed band.



NOT SO FAST... So far, we've assumed the airplane



has a tight longitudinal control system.



That is, one in which even the tiniest longitudinal stick displacement resulted in a change in elevator deflection. This is often not the case. Every place there's a connection of any kind in the system, there's an op-



portunity for freeplay or "slop." Suppose an airplane with control linkage freeplay has centering springs attached to its control stick (Figure 5). If the springs do their job, the stick should return exactly to where it was before displaced. If there's friction in the system between the source of the freeplay (say a worn pushrod/bellcrank connection) and the elevator, the elevator can maintain a variety of displacements within the friction band despite the fact that the stick returns exactly to its trim position. The fact that the stick returns exactly to its trim position does not guarantee there'd be no trim speed band with this control system. Conversely, with centering springs located close to the elevator, as in Figure 6, the elevator should return to its exact pre-displacement deflection angle. Consequently, there would be no trim speed band. Let's say this airplane has linkage freeplay source and the stick. The stick will then have a range of displacements it'll maintain without any applied force. There would be no change in elevator deflection regardless of where the stick is placed within this range. Additional longitudinal control system gadgets mean additional linkages and secondary friction sources. Suppose an airplane has a servo tab on its elevator. Assuming there is no friction or linkage freeplay in the system between the stick and elevator, there may still be a trim speed band. If there is friction in the servo tab linkage, the tab may not return to its pre-displacement position. The tab then positions



the elevator at some new deflection angle which places the stick at some new longitudinal position. The result is a different airspeed with no applied stick force despite the lack of friction and linkage freeplay in the stick-to-elevator connection.



WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL? Airplanes with too much longitudinal control system friction may have large trim speed bands which can cause problems trimming to an exact airspeed. Returning to the original trim speed following a deviation is also likely to be difficult or confusing if neither the trim nor the power has been changed. Throw in control linkage freeplay and the problem becomes worse. What all this means in the cockpit is annoyance and frustration. The pilot is



left to compensate for control system flaws. This is analogous to punishing a drill press operator for sloppy work when the drill press is incapable of the desired tolerances. So, maybe it's not your fault it takes so long to get that airplane trimmed. Maybe it's not your fault the airplane seems content to hold a slightly different airspeed after a gust hits. If it



happens and you notice the person in the other seat stealing condescending peeks at your airspeed indicator, try saying this — "The benefits of the longitudinal linear k-delta relationship are virtually negated by the various mu and N factors carelessly incorporated, rendering deceptive tactile cuing." If that doesn't work, try adding this . . . "Don't you think?" •*
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Trim Speed Band 

case, repeat the procedure by slowing an additional few knots. If the nose drops as soon as you re- lax the back stick, you're outside the band. This nose-drop is ...
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Test Pilot: Trim Speed Rand 

trol system that prevents the eleva- tor from returning to .... control system friction hold the ele- vator at its .... Learn more about handheld GPS units with our free ...
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POWER TRIM 

90-12934--2 1097. Description. The Oildyne Power Trim Pump has internal valving that eliminates the need for an external reverse lock, as was required in the ...
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POWER TRIM 

cate all internal parts with Quicksilver Power Trim and Steering Fluid or (if not available) 10W-30 or. 10W-40 motor oil. Description. Part No. Loctite 27131.
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tab to enable him to trim out stick forces over the entire flight regime of the airplane ... Many light airplanes have fixed sheet metal tabs on the rudder and/or ...
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POWER TRIM 

Special Tools. 5A-1 ... 110 Amp Fuse Test (Pump Out of Boat) 5A-13 . 20 Amp Fuse Test. 5A-13 .... Gauge reading within specifications, pro- ceed to step 3.
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POWER TRIM 

Description ... â€œAUTOâ€� or â€œMANUALâ€� trim operation from the ... operation. Also, allows the operator to manually adjust the drive unit trim angle while underway in.
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roman tub trim assembly.ai 

Need Help? Please call our toll-free Customer service line at 1-888-328-2383 or WWW.DANZE.COM for additional assistance or service. Requiere asistencia?
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PG_550 Line Trim Chart 
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Windshield trim work 

trimmed and then bonded (epoxied) into pre-molded recesses. Basic Plexiglass Bonding Tips. As already mentioned, wind- shields, canopies and windows are.
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7 Trim and upholstery 

a Lock the airbag computer using the Diagnostic tool. (see Fault finding ...... For vehicles fitted with manual window winders, .... a Remove the unlocking cable from the front seat run- ners. ..... cutting the seat trim clips and/or drilling out the
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Microwave Trim Attachment Latches 

FÃjelos a los agujeros interiores con los tornillos proporcionados (vea la letra. B en la figura). 1901 Main Street, Suite 600, Irvine, CA 92614. 9001024761 â€¢ Rev.
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Dual Band Wireless Adapter 

Snom décline toutes responsabilités en cas d'erreurs survenu lors de l'impression du document. snom.com. Port USB. USB2.0. Fréquence sans fil. 2.4~2.484 ...
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girls' band - Arte 

FÉMINITÉ GRACILE OU PROVOCATION CANON ? ..... interroge un événement, grave ou léger, à travers les ... gaz il y a en environ 12 milliards d'années.
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speed paratec 

Apr 10, 2008 - Speed data sheet. Canopy size. Ma suspended weight. Max operating speed. Pack volume in cui. 120. 72. 150 KTS. 221. 135. 80. 150 KTS.
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line trim chart - Performance Designs 

Apr 27, 2017 - *Refer to Document MAN-0018 or MAN-0019 for measuring sliders. *Due to development methodology, the finished BK-TOG dimensions may ...
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Y-Lock Single Dummy Trim 

Y-Lock Single Dummy Trim. Door Preparation. PreparaciÃ³n de la puerta. PrÃ©paration de la porte. Mounting Screw. Tornillo de montaje. Vis de montage. Washer.
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Steve Kimock Band 

Dec 2, 2000 - DISC 3. Kissin' The Boo Boo. If You Only Knew. Mr. Potato Head. Rollin' & Tumblin'. Encore: Hillbillies On PCP (cuts). Steve Kimock Band New ...
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Airplane Stability, Control and Trim 

general idea of how to go about it, but â€” would like to secure satisfactory handling qualities using a little more insight than ancestor worship. What we say here ...
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REDLINE BAND TECHNIC 

3 wireless vocal mics. 1 Midas Venus Console 32 ins. 5 wedge monitors. 1 mic kit for 5 piece drum kit. 2 JBL VRX speakers. 2 JBL subs. 1 FX Rack. 7 Direct ...
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Remplacement Microsoft Band Batterie 

Replace the vibrator in its original compartment. Ce document a Ã©tÃ© gÃ©nÃ©rÃ© pour la derniÃ¨re fois le 2016-12-26 05:31:13 PM. Ã‰tape 3. Soulever doucement ...
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ENS215b Eastwind brass band 

for Bb cornet or trumpet (Bb / C), euphonium or treble- / bass-clef trombone and ..... Bass Bb. Timp. Perc.1. Perc.2. Perc.2 f p fp fp fp fp fp p secco fp p secco fp fp.
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concert brass band 

la pure tradition du brass band anglais. Elle propose un rÃ©pertoire constituÃ© de compositions modernes et traditionnelles. Le programme du concert. Â« Kingdom ...
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RT-AC1200G Dual Band 

8 juin 2015 - Disco Rígido USB Externo/Disco Flash: • O router sem fios funciona com a maioria dos Discos. Rígidos USB/Discos Flash com até 2TB de ...
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